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What's a Superhero?

What I gotta do to be one?

Do I need a cape and mask? 

Powers so I can become 

The reason they wanna be one?

That might be fun no doubt

Stand on one of those tall buildings

And be a neighborhood lookout

Help the people without

Part the clouds that shroud their 

Day-to-Day

Watch the kids play 

While my hands spark fireworks 

Sure to amaze even the dullest

Adult

Some grown folks have forgotten 

Their Superheroes

Their comics collect dust 

While their main villain, Taxes, collects What it must

But I could provide light rays to them again

Get them to feel like playing again

TO BE A HERO

Bomani

Weatherbee-Kelley



These Superhero legacies 

For you and me alike

Are like otherworldly histories 

We can only dream of

With futures so bright

They literally outshine the sun

Just think about it

A world with endless possibilities 

With so many characters 

All making up one epic saga

 

Except

Our world has Heroes already

They just aren't called Superheroes

They are those who fight across vast distances to protect

their homes

They are those that can heal even the morbidly ill

They are those who grant us the ability to fly out to what once

seemed like the far reaches of our own planet

They Provide

Protect

Prevail

Prove themselves worthy of being called

Heroes

The crazy thing is you and I might just be those Heroes one

day. 

Huh...

I might not need that cape and mask

After all.

TO BE

 A HERO

LEGACY



Dr. Octavia Wise is a physical

volcanologist who possesses a

doctorate in geology. When not

penning her next book on

volcanoes, Magma uses her

elemental abilities to stop the

destructive flow of lava.

Absorption, redirection, and

transformation, Magma controls

lava with the same focused skill

that earned her the Defender of

Justice Superhero Award.

Magma




